
   
Vocabulary: Part B & C  
 
This vocabulary is useful for Listening and Reading from Week 10 
 
Match the vocabulary with the definitions:  
 

Vocabulary Match Definition 
1) exceeding  a) how a person walks 
2) drug diversion  b) a personal quality of having ethics 
3) gait  c) can be no more extreme 
4) multifactorial  d) easily broken / very fine 
5) delicate  e) bits of rubbish 
6) provocative  f) being more than a particular level or limit 
7) utmost  g) causes a strong reaction, often anger 
8) integrity  h) relating to a number of aspects 
9) debris  i) medicine being used by someone other than 

who it was prescribed for 
 
 
Exercise 2 
 
With a friend or a group, try and guess what the vocab for the gaps could be by using prediction and 
anticipation (Answers are below)  
 

10) Having clearly visible tattoos is an …………….. among young people.  
11) Certain types of cosmetic surgery, such as buttock ………….. are very popular in America.  
12) The ………… of Facebook developers is to register everybody in the world on its platform. 
13) My Space was a very popular social media platform in the 90s. Facebook was the ……………… it in 

the 2000s. 
14) It’s common for people who don’t understand each other’s cultures to think that other cultures 

are …………..  
15) Manchester City ……………………. Newcastle yesterday, 5 - 0.  

 
 
Exercise 3  
 
Paraphrase the items in italics with a suitable phrase from this week’s vocabulary : 
 

16) A lot of wood, plastic and metal washed up on the beach last week.  
17) It is important to avoid going over the recommended dosage with any type of medication.  
18) Managers should avoid using language which causes anger or an emotional reaction wherever 

possible.  
19) Tiger Woods deserves the maximum amount of respect for returning to top level golf after such 

a serious car accident.  
20) The declining health of elderly people is often dependent on a range of issues.  
21) After a hip operation it is important for patients to re-establish their walking style. 

 
 
 
 
 



   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Answers 
 
Exercise 1 
 
 

Vocabulary Match 
1) exceeding being more than a particular level 

or limit 
2) drug diversion medicine being used by someone 

other than who it was prescribed 
for 

3) gait how a person walks 
4) multifactorial relating to a number of aspects 
5) delicate easily broken / very fine 
6) provocative causes a strong reaction, often 

anger 
7) utmost can be no more extreme 
8) integrity a personal quality of having ethics 
9) debris bits of rubbish 

 
 
Exercise 2 
 

10) Having clearly visible tattoos is an emerging trend among young people.  
11) Certain types of cosmetic surgery, such as buttock augmentation are very popular in America.  
12) The ultimate quest of Facebook developers is to register everybody in the world on its platform. 
13) My Space was a very popular social media platform in the 90s. Facebook was the successor to it in the 

2000s. 
14) It’s common for people who don’t understand each other’s cultures to think that other cultures are 

barbaric.  
15) Manchester City absolutely spanked Newcastle yesterday, 5 - 0.  

 
 
Exercise 3 

 
16) A lot of debris washed up on the beach last week.  
17) It is important to avoid exceeding the recommended dosage with any type of medication.  
18) Managers should avoid using provocative language wherever possible.  
19) Tiger Woods deserves the utmost respect for returning to top level golf after such a serious car 

accident.  
20) The declining health of elderly people is often multifactorial.  
21) After a hip operation it is important for patients to re-establish their gait. 

 
 
 
 
 


